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If you are looking for a hilarious and entertaining read that will leave you in
stitches, then look no further. In this article, we will delve into the world of
slapstick poetry that is not only easy to read but also filled with puns that will
tickle your funny bone. Brace yourself for a short but explosive blast of witty
wordplay as we introduce you to the works of Wordsworth, the master of comedic
verse.

Slapstick poetry has a long history filled with absurdity and sheer silliness. It
originated from the commedia dell'arte of the 16th century and has since evolved
into various forms of comedic performance art. Slapstick poetry takes inspiration
from physical comedy and uses exaggerated actions, exaggerated language, and
puns to create humorous effects.

Wordsworth, the renowned poet of puns, has taken slapstick poetry to a whole
new level with his collection of easy-to-read short blasts of hilarity. With every
line, you can expect a clever wordplay or a pun that will catch you off guard and
leave you in fits of laughter. His mastery lies in his ability to weave together
seemingly simple words effortlessly, only to turn them into comedic gold.
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One of Wordsworth's most popular works is "A Stitch in Time Saves Nine Lives."
In this poem, he cleverly incorporates the saying "a stitch in time saves nine" and
turns it into a slapstick extravaganza. Through a series of witty wordplay, he
narrates a hilarious story revolving around a clumsy tailor who keeps stitching
things together until chaos ensues. The poem is not only an absolute delight to
read but also showcases Wordsworth's immense talent as a wordsmith.

Another gem from Wordsworth's collection is "An Apple a Day Keeps the Doctor
Away, But What If the Doctor is Cute?" This poem explores the consequences of
a doctor being irresistibly adorable. Wordsworth ingeniously plays with the saying
"an apple a day keeps the doctor away," and turns it into a comical dilemma. The
result is a side-splitting piece that will have you pondering over the absurdity of
the situation while laughing uncontrollably.

Wordsworth's work is perfect for those seeking a lighthearted escape from the
stresses of daily life. These short blasts of funny punny poetry offer a quick and
hilarious respite, making them ideal for busy individuals in need of a good laugh.
Whether you are enjoying a coffee break or waiting for the bus, Wordsworth's
slapstick poetry is a guaranteed way to bring a smile to your face.
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So why not indulge in a little laughter therapy and get your Wordsworth today?
With his easy-to-read and immensely entertaining style, you won't be able to put
his collection down. From clever puns to comedic scenarios, Wordsworth's
slapstick poetry promises a rollicking good time.

In , slapstick poetry is a unique form of entertainment that brings together
physical comedy and wordplay to create laughter. Wordsworth, the master of
puns, has perfected this genre with his collection of easy read short blast funny
punny poetry. If you are looking for a good laugh, be sure to get your Wordsworth
and prepare yourself for a hilarious journey through the world of comedic verse!
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What if your kids begged to play with words and ideas - because it was so fun?
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‘The only fault with this Skinner winner is that it is too short - but it is Book 3 of the
`Get Your Wordsworth' series so we're bound to have more. The man is
addicting!’ Grady Harp, Hall of Fame and Amazon Top 100 Reviewer

Kids and teens love ideas from left field, a play on words that makes them giggle
and stretches their creative language skills.

‘What I loved was the included illustrations, I'm a visual person and found they
accompanied the poems well.’

Call it what you will this quick ‘n’ quirky combination of poetry, youthful humor,
silly phrases, puns and sketches is designed to challenge developing brains to
look at language – and life – from a whole new perspective.

‘It's Slapstick although aimed at kids to teens would be fine for anyone that's
young at heart. It's not a long book but is certainly an enjoyable one.’

It’s Slapstick provides playful comments and musings on goldfish, bees, boy
bands, listening, trolls, comedy and apps.

‘You can read it in twenty minutes, but you can also read it twenty times and still
find yourself laughing. This book of creative, off-the-wall poetry from Skinner is
perfect for kids who are perhaps just starting out in their exploration of poetry, or
are looking to expand their vocabulary and creative associations.’ 

Encourage the young readers in your life to let loose with mad word associations,
silly syllables and gormless giggles…in the bean bag with you, the car, or
anywhere at all.

‘It is necessary to take kids outside of the rigid classroom-style lessons
sometimes and let their minds roam to new areas of language and thought.



Poetry can do this for any age group, but it is essential to start when they're
young and untainted by conventions or ideas from the outside world (or their
academic curriculum). Poetry books like these can spark new directions of
thought in young minds, and I think Skinner nailed it with these hilarious and
thoughtful poems.’

As a parent or teacher, you have probably already had some fun together with
word association, punning, and experimentation via various forms of literature.

‘I'm certainly not 8-15 years of age, but having taught in the past, I know that
these types of simple and silly poems will have kids laughing first, but perhaps
thinking later.’

Eight short and slippery illustrated one page stories in crisp and quirky verse for
sharp readers (ages 8-15) who enjoy satire and silliness.

‘I thoroughly enjoyed this offering, and while I'm not sure that Skinner belongs in
the poetry canon quite yet, he is certainly doing something worthwhile - improving
the vocabulary, wit, and appreciation for poetry in a younger generation that will
grow up in quite a different world than us. That's a valuable function for a
children's author or poet these days, so I have to applaud him.’

Buy It’s Slapstick to have some unexpected fun with verse today!

‘It’s Slapstick is a collection of eight cheeky poems by author Tom Skinner. The
end of each poem includes an author’s note, sometimes informative, mostly
something that will just make you smile and groan at the pun, something my 13-
year-old self would have loved.’



Note: It’s Slapstick is the third book in the Get Your Wordsworth series. Books 1-6
(read in any order) are also available as a box set.

‘8 wonderful and punny poems just the right age range for my granddaughter and
just the right sharpness for my older brother (57 and a professor) who loves this
sort of thing.'
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